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In the last years there has been increasing interest in logics enabling reasoning about
strategies of agents and coalitions of agents, and the agents' knowledge about such
strategies. Such logics combine two kinds of modal logics:
• logics of knowledge such as S5, and multiagent versions thereof; such logics have
modal operators Ka, where Ka' is read agent a knows that ' ;
• logics of agency, including in particular Coalition Logic (CL) and Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL) [1]; such logics have constructions such as CL's [A] \phi or ATL's
<<A>>X\phi, both (roughly) reading group of agents A has an action to ensure that \phi
holds (whatever the other agents choose to do).
While each of these logics is by now well-established, the interaction between knowledge and agency is less consensual. A straightforward combination of for example ATL
and epistemic logic (called ATEL) was proposed in [8]. In ATEL one can express things
such as agent a has an action to ensure that ', but ignores that . It turned out that ATEL
is not su cient for modeling sentences like agent a knows how to ensure ' . The problem
can be highlighted by the following example.
Example 1 There is a switch, a lamp, and a blind agent a1, which ignores whether the
light is on or o . a1 can toggle the switch (and it knows that), and a1 can remain passive.
Clearly, <<{a1}>>X light holds here, i.e., a1 can ensure that the light is on (viz. by toggling the switch if the light is o , and by doing nothing if the light is already on). We
should also be able to conclude that a1 does not know which action to perform in order
to do this.
ATEL makes us conclude here that Ka1 <<{a1}>>X light, i.e. the blind agent a1 knows
that it has an action to ensure the light is on. The problem is that this strategy is what
has been called non-uniform: it makes a1 choose different actions in possible worlds that
are indistinguishable for him. Multiagent variants of our example can also be devised.
Several authors have proposed modified versions of ATEL, trying to accommodate in
one way or another the notion of uniform strategy [6, 9, 7]. It seems to be fair to say that
all these attempts resulted in rather complex formalisms with heavy notations, and that
there is no consensus up to now what the appropriate logic of knowledge and strategies
is.
We here take as our starting point a slightly di erent logic of agency that has been developed in philosophical logic. Just as ATL, the logic of Seeing To It That (STIT) [5] is a

modal logic enabling us to speak about time and agents' choices of actions. In STIT,
CL's and ATL's \forall-\exists-quantification (there is a strategy of group A such that for
all actions of the other agents ) is split up into two different modal operators:
• an operator of historical possibility ;
• an operator of “seeing to it that” Stit.
In previous work [3] we have shown that STIT is at least as expressive as ATL. We have
proved this by translating ATL into STIT. The main clauses of the translation map ATL's
<<A>>\phi (group A has a strategy to ensure that \phi) into STIT's <>StitA \phi (it is possible that group A sees to it that \phi).1
In this presentation we argue that the STIT framework can easily account for uniform
strategies. To support our claim, we first present a straightforward solution in STIT logic
augmented by a modal operator of knowledge. Then we offer a simplification, by introducing a modal logic of knowledge-based uniform agency, for choices, alias one-step
strategies. Originally presented at AAMAS'06 [4], we shall push the presentation towards the recent perspective of [2].
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The STIT operator used here is the strategic STIT.

